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Terminology
Web site 
a group of related HTML files 
Web page 
one HTML file (plus its associated image files, if any) 
Home page (default, index) 
the first page seen when accessing a Web site 
Topics covered
Audience and purpose of site 
Editing the content 
Editing for usability 
Can audience find site? 
Editing tips 
Resources 
Audience & purpose of site
In addition to the usual audience analysis questions, ask: 
Audience's purpose in visiting the site? 
How will audience use the material? 
Read and interact online 
Download 
Print 
Editing the content
Use a style guide 
Copy edit as usual 
Edit for standard technical writing principles, including: 
User-centred writing 
Unambiguous, meaningful titles and headings 
Break paragraphs into lists 
Write newspaper style to assist skimming 
Put the most important information first 
Summarise the main points 
Link to details 
Use definition list style: 
a short title (with link) followed by a sentence or two of summary 
Home page
Must load quickly 
Must provide 
Something of value to the audience 
Not just pretty pictures 
Must clearly indicate 
What's on the site 
How to find it 
Editing for usability
Navigation 
Hyperlinks 
Page length and organisation 
Finding information on the site 
Accessibility 
Common problems 
Navigation 
Is the site organized in a way that is 
Meaningful to the audience 
Not just to the organization? 
Some questions to ask: 
What are the users' most likely questions? 
Are the answers easy to find? 
Are the navigation labels useful? 
Is it always clear to users 
Where they are? 
How to get back to where they came from? 
How to get somewhere else on the site? 
Are the navigation aids 
Easy to locate? 
Clearly and meaningfully labeled? 
Hyperlinks
Are the links helpful, logical, trivial, confusing? 
Is it clear where the links go and what the reader will find there? 
Does summary information tell readers which links they need? 
Navigation to-do list
Include a table of contents for the site 
Use unambiguous headings, meaningful out of context 
To make skimming easier, put links in a list rather than sentences 
Put a navigation bar on each page 
Page length & organization
Advantages of long pages 
Easier to skim, print, download, and search 
Faster to scroll and follow internal links than to retrieve another page 
Advantages of short pages 
Pages load faster 
Get only the information you want 
Finding information on the site
In addition to navigation aids: 
Include a table of contents (with links) 
Provide a traditional index (with links) 
Provide a search facility (with links) 
Accessibility issues 
Hardware and software used by target audience 
Desktop, laptop, palmtop machines? 
Latest versions or older? 
Windows, DOS, Mac, other? 
Monitor size and resolution? 
Which browser? 
Modem or other access method? 
Speed of internet link? 
Any visual disabilities? 
Using print-to-voice readers? 
Need large font size? 
Colour blind? 
Any relevant physical disabilities? 
Accessibility to-do list
Use layout that non-graphical browsers and text readers can interpret 
Avoid browser-specific features 
Use ALT tags on graphics 
Offer more than one view of the site, if you use tables or frames 
Reduce size of graphics files and use tags that reduce page loading time 
Testing for accessibility
Test the site using different 
Browsers 
Screen resolutions 
Number of colors 
Font sizes (set by user in browser) 
Test site on slower modem link 
Does text load before graphics? 
Does page take too long to display? 
Test with graphics turned off 
Has any content been lost? 
Have ALT tags been used for graphics? 
Common problems 
Some content is not visible 
Text overlaps other text or graphics 
Graphics are off side of screen 
Graphics load very slowly 
Columns don't line up 
Color combinations are unreadable 
Text hard to read on background 
Titles, descriptions, author information missing or wrong 
Can audience find the site?
To improve the use of search engines: 
Use META tags for keywords, title, author, descripton 
Include unambiguous keywords in titles and headings within the text 
First 100 words must make a good description 
Editing tips
Use a site map that shows all pages (and preferably the links between them) 
Print pages to examine for consistency and to mark up corrections 
View and test everything online 
Know enough HTML to examine the source when needed 
Insert editorial comments in the source 
<!-- xxxxxxxxx --> 
Edit keywords in a similar way to editing an index 
Check the title line on the browser 
Test for accessibility 
Layout recommendations
Use standard HTML and let the browser interpret it 
Do not specify colours for links 
Do not specify font sizes 
Do not use tags to achieve an effect 
Use indents with care, to avoid narrow "pillars" of text 
Don't use spaces or tabs to line up text; most browsers will ignore them 
Minimize horizontal scrolling by 
Sizing figures to fit within 800 pixels 
Reworking tables to fit within 800 pixels 
Follow recommendations for accessibility 

Resources for editors and writers of websites
This "starter list" was originally compiled for a presentation on editing websites given at the Australian Society for Technical Communication (ASTC) annual conference in Sydney, NSW, Australia on 30 October 1998. Several of the sites listed have quite extensive lists of links to further information. 
Links on this page are updated occasionally, and new listings are added. 
See also my pages on technical writing and editing books, especially the page on Web pages and Web sites. 
Style Guides and Writing Guides
Tim Berners-Lee's CERN Style Guide (A bit out of date, but still excellent information.) 
http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/Introduction.html 
Gareth Rees's Style Guide (Very useful; intended as a supplement to Berners-Lee's guide.) No longer available on Web, but an abridged version appears as Appendix 2 in Crawford Kilian's book, Writing for the Web (see my review). 
Sun Microsystem's Style Guide (Not specifically web-related; an excellent overall style guide. This link leads to more information about the book, which does not appear to be available online.) 
http://www.sun.com/books/catalog/EdStyle/index.html. To order from Amazon, click here. 
World Wide Web Style Manual (Yale) 
http://info.med.yale.edu/caim/manual/contents.html. Also available in book form as "Web style guide: Basic design principles for creating Web sites", by Patrick J. Lynch and Sarah Horton, Yale University Press, 1999. Review. To order from Amazon, click here. 
Techniques for Writing Good Web Documents 
http://www.gooddocuments.com/Techniques/techniqueshome_m.htm 
An extensive list of specific do's and don'ts, with examples. Many of these tips are familiar to technical communicators but are often news to other writers. Includes a good discussion on when and how to use frames. 
Writing for the Web 
http://www.useit.com/papers/webwriting/ 
Writing for the Web (not related to website listed above) 
by Crawford Kilian, Self-Counsel Press, 1999. Review. To order from Amazon, click here. 
Editing a Website: Extending the Levels of Edit 
http://www.theprices.com/4artTW1.htm 
Describes lessons learned by a university editing class when they attempted to edit a website created by others. Far from being a simple text-editing project, it turned into a major overhaul of the site, dealing with screen design, coding, interface issues and interactivity. The Levels of Edit concept provided a framework for the work. 
Usability
Web Review collection of articles 
http://webreview.com/ 
Jared Spool's User Interface Engineering site 
http://world.std.com/~uieweb/ 
Jacob Nielsen's "Alertbox" 
http://www.useit.com/alertbox 
An ongoing series on topics such as "How users read on the Web", "Why Web users scan instead of read". 
Enabling Extremely Rapid Navigation in your Web or Document, by Michael Hoffman, 21/3/96 
http://www.pdr-is.com/infoaxcs.htm (address no longer valid) 
The case for long documents; and a discussion of information access mechanisms such as a table of contents and index. 
Usable Web: Guide to Resources about Web Usability 
http://usableweb.com/about/index.html 
Accessibility
Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0 (W3C Recommendation 5-May-1999) 
http://www.w3.org/TR/WAI-WEBCONTENT/ 
A detailed discussion of guidelines that page authors should follow in order to make their pages more accessible for people with disabilities as well as more useful to other users, new page viewing technologies (mobile and voice) and electronic agents such as indexing robots. 
Webzines & Lists Devoted to Writing and Editing
Contentious 
http://www.contentious.com/ 
A web-zine for writers and editors who create content for online media. Includes many useful and thoughtful articles, including examples and analysis of web sites that succeed or fail to provide for their visitors' needs. 
Online-Writing (OWL) is a public discussion list dealing primarily with the content creation for online media. They discuss writing and editing not only for all kinds of web sites, but also e-mail publications, intranets, and any other venues that may appear in the future. Everything from the business and legal aspects of content development, to the evolving aesthetics of this medium, to the merits and flaws of specific projects is fair game. To subscribe, visit this page, where you will find an option for joining the list: http://www.content-exchange.com/cx/html/owl.htm 
Content Exchange is a service for the online content industry. One feature is the Content Talent Database -- where all kinds of content professionals ("talent") who work for online media can advertise their services. Writers, editors, photographers, and others can become members and create a free, detailed profile in this database. Online venues seeking content help can search the database. http://www.content-exchange.com 
Content Exchange has its own free newsletter for the online content industry, Content Spotlight: http://www.content-exchange.com/cx/html/newsletter/index.htm 
Homesite Journal (formerly Web Site Journal) 
http://members.aol.com/hmtwnpromo/archive/archive.htm 
A collection of tips and tricks (for example, "Create descriptive title tags" and "Registering redirected pages"), plus interviews with industry analysts and others. 
Meta Tags, Keywords, Search Engines and More
Search Engines Features Chart 
http://searchenginewatch.com/webmasters/features.html 
A comparison chart of the major search engines and the factors that affect if and when a page is indexed. Includes a clear beginners' explanation of each factor, including a discussion of meta tags and keywords. 
Miscellaneous
Poor Richard's Web Site Links Page
http://www.poorrichard.com/links/index.html 
I've found Peter Kent's book Poor Richard's Web Site very useful. It doesn't spend much time on writing as such, but it does cover many relevant topics for site developers. Peter Kent has put all the links mentioned in his book (about 800 of them) on his web site, and he tries to keep the list up to date. 
The second edition of this book is now available. To order direct from the author, click here. 
Web Design links at About.com 
http://webdesign.about.com/ 
Internet Resources for Technical Writers: Web Publishing 
http://www.soltys.ca/techcomm/wwwpub.html 
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